
arvato technical information Spain and HiCo-ICS agree on 
strategic cooperation for the Iberian market

HiCo-ICS is pleased to announce a new important strategic cooperation: with arvato technical 
information Spain – a daughter company of arvato AG – a further reliable international partner was 
found which complements the competences of HiCo-ICS perfectly. Foremost, the two companies 
will especially cooperate closely together in the markets of the Iberian Peninsula and South of 
France.

Barcelona | Eisenstadt (Vienna Region), June 10, 2013:  

The business unit „Technical Information” of arvato AG develops solutions covering the creation, the trans-
lation, the publication and the distribution of technical information and trainings material (CBT/WBT). To pro-
vide these services in an efficient way to their customers, the subsidiary of arvato technical information in 
Spain recently introduced the IT solutions of HiCo-ICS. Furthermore, a strategic collaboration for selling the 
software products of HiCo-ICS was agreed upon. New customers in the important markets of the Iberian 
Peninsula and in the South of France shall therefore be treated in an optimal way, with the bundled compe-
tences of both companies from one hand.

Werner M. Schadelbauer, Managing Director of HiCo-ICS, says: „With arvato technical information we again 
won an international established partner for our projects in the Aerospace market. Because the TI Group 
already handles projects within the business area of Renewable Energies very successfully, we would like 
to increasingly offer our integrated overall solution to this market together. As of now, we can bundle the 
long-term experience of both firms and operate jointly in for us strategically important countries France and 
Spain.”

Arvato technical information and HiCo-ICS will advise mostly companies from the industry sectors Aero-
space and Renewable Energies on the utilization of Integrated Technical-Logistic Information Systems (ITLS) 
and Innovative Technical Service-Information Systems (ISIS) and provide integrated services to these custo-
mers with the goal to reduce costs and complexity.
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About arvato technical information

The Technical Information division within arvato AG, provides all services concer-
ning creation, translation and publication of technical documentation to internati-
onal customers.

You can concentrate on your core business – developing and marketing in-
dustrial goods, machines or plants – while we make sure that all the technical 
documentation related to your product is correct, complete, available on time 
and harbours no legal risks. We will analyse your documents and how they are 
created, offer you models of operative and technological solution and implement 
them. Our services are scaled at a high level: from individual illustrations or 
translations up to taking over your complete documentation department. We will 
develop the solution for your business model together with you.

Embedded in the worldwide business network of arvato AG, the media logistics 
and communications service provider of Bertelsmann AG, at arviato services, 
we can resort to an extraordinarily wide range of competencies, experiences, 
and resources in the field of corporate information management. We use these 
targeted in order to be able to provide our customers with customised, reliable 
and innovative solutions.

arvato technical information Spain is an official “Observer” within the ASD 
S1000D® Steering Committee and offers customers from the aviation and 
military market tailored documentation services according to standards for 
Technical Communication ASD S1000D®, S2000M with the aim of Integrated 
Logistics Solutions (ILS).

Further information: www.ti.arvato.es

QUESTIONS & CONTACT

+43 (0) 2682 704 61-00 www.HiCo.compress@hico.com
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About HiCo-ICS

HiCo-ICS, founded in 1997, is a leading internationally established provider of IT solutions for civil and military industries. We offer 
services and IT solutions to enable centralized storage of technical/logistical information and product data and make them availa-
ble for application specific use in a varity of online and offline media.

Our software products focus especially on standards for Technical Communication ASD S1000D®, S2000M, S3000L and ATA 
ispec2200, Spec2000 with the objective of integrated logistic solutions. HiCo-ICS is a member of the AAIG (Austrian Aeronautics In-
dustries Group), of ASD (Aerospace & Defence Industries Association of Europe) and a member of the ASD S1000D® and S3000L 
Steering Committee. HiCo-ICS is authorized partner of Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) and an associated company of 
METIS network.


